PONOR
Ovo je kraj
Ponor is a four-piece band from Zagreb formed in November 2011. For the past
fifteen-or-so years, band members were active in many independent bands that
achieved great results on the regional and European scene (Senata Fox,
Amok, Storms, Sentence, Gardens of Hiroshima…). The band balances its
sound between hard core, punk and metal that some reviewers compared to the
legacy of bands such as Integrity, Rise and Fall, Rot in Hell.
The eclectic debut album, Ovo je kraj, was recorded and released in digital form
in October 2013. A uniform sound of 8 short songs, and effective lyrics written in
Croatian introduce refreshment onto domestic underground and independent
music scene, verbally configuring the negativities of the modern world. From
time to time, the atmosphere serves as a reminder to former giants, such as
Amebix and Discharge, which is a plus by itself.
The album is recorded, mixed and mastered in studio Kut Sobe in Zagreb,
which, from project to project, imposes itself as an inevitable partner in crime of
many most recent domestic releases from the past couple of seasons, in
practically every genre.
In August 2014, Ponor, in collaboration with PDV Records, DHP AK47 and My
Favourite Records releases Ovo je kraj LP on vinyl, which includes a bonus
track, a previously unreleased cover of a song called Between a Day from the
band Brightness from Zagreb.
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A1 Koja je tvoja cijena 4:19
A2 Kao otrov 2:44
A3 Sve što znaš 2:39
A4 Zbog tebe, za tebe 3:32
B1 Tvoj bog 3:21
B2 Naš dan 3:13
B3 Ti pripadaš njima 3:06
B4 Ovo je kraj 3:39
B5 Between a Day 2:37
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Visual and graphic design, made by the author Slobodan Alavanja
(5L081CH.6R4PH1C5), is effectively coordinated with the corresponding music
content. The photography is a work of Goran Šarić – Scarlaw and the band
logotype credits go to Miro Petković – Modul 8.
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A dark, interesting and compact album is given to us. In time, it will gain many
fans and leave its mark on the domestic guitar (and bass!) distortion terrain as
well as in the field of insightful lyrics about present times and ourselves.
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